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Introduction: 

This paper reports our findings 
concerning the distribution of elee
tric charge and particle .size in ciga
rette smoke. The work was under
taken because of the Bcarcity of in
formation on electrical properties 
and because of the wide diversity of 
opinion in the Hterature concerning 
size distribution, 

The few studies of the particle size 
d'istribution of cigarette smoke ap
pearing in the literature have each 
used different methods of measure
ment, Warner, using a cascade im
pactor indicated that the number 
mean diameter was around 0.3 mi-
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crou. Sano studied the settling of 
individual particles and gave the 
number mean diameter as about 0.6 
micron, Langer and I<"'isher using 
dark field microscopy reported a 
number mean diameter of about O.G 
micron. Keith and Derrick using the 
"conifuge1

• reported a number mean 
diameter of 0,2 micron. 

The study of the electrical proper
ties of cigarette smoke has received 
even legs attention than has size dis
tribution. Well;; and Gerke made 
some use of the elcetric charge to 
measure the size of tobacco smoke 
but did not attempt to determine its 
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electric charge distribution. DalJa 
Valle made brief mention of the elec
tric charge distribution in cigftl•ette 
smoke in a report concerning the 
agglomeration of aerosols. Sano re
ported the charge distribution of 
aged ,smoke but made no mention of 
the mechanism of its charging. 

In this investigation a modifica
tion of Mi11ikan's oil drop experi
ment was used to determine the elec
tric charge on the smoke parlicl£s, 
The particle size distribution was 
determined by three different meth· 
ods: (a) the cascade impactor, (b) • 
gravity settling of individual par· 
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tides • . and (c) the "Goetz Aerosol 
Spei:trometer." 

E)'.perimental Procedure 
Electric Charge Determination. 

The experimental work to determine 
electric charge was carried out by 
ugi:ng an air�tight brass chamber 
consisting of an antechamber and an 
ob::,ervation chamber (Figure 1 ) . 
The smoke was introduced into the 
antechamber and drawn through a 
small hole into the observation 
char::ber by means of a pump. When 
the srr.oke was in the observation
chamber the flow of air was stopped
nnd the particles were a11owed to
,c;ctt!e under the infl uence of gravity. 
The particles of smoke in the ob
servation chamber were illuminated 
hy a beam of light through a window 
in one side of the chamber. The light 
scattered hy the particles was ob
served with a microscope ( 40X),
through a window in the opposite
side of the chamber (Figure 2).  The 
upper half of the chamber was in
sulated from the lower half of the 
chamber by a iltin sheet of Mylar. 
A variable, reversible potential was 
,ippHed across the chamber (the up
�1er and lower halves of the chamber 
are 3 mm. apart) , putting a charge 
on the chamber in such a �- �nner
that. the particle under ob, .cvation 
reversed the direction of movement 
it had under the influ<?nce of gravity. 
Th� velocity of the upward move
ment, which was due to the electric
field ,  was measured. The rate of fall 
due to gravity was also measured. 
To dete1mine the electric charge on 
the particle, the rate of fall due to 
ttr.avity and velocity due to the elec
tric field are substituted into Milli
kan's equation. 

Stokes' equation was used to cal
culate the dfameter of the particles : 

d � ✓1i�;.;;
wI'..e.re d = diameter of the particle 

n = viscosity of air 
u -- velocity of fall due to 

gravity
g acceleration due to grav

ity 
P -- density of the particle 

3 .  
P' = densit:r of air 

mce the experimental procedure 
�ad 

,0nly limited accuracy, Cunning
am s correction to Stokes' equation 

W�s not applied, Drozen and LaMer 
pornt out that there is disagreemCnt �1 the li½3rature as to the ne�sr:dty 
t• app]yrng Cunningham;s correc-1on . 

Li::ihen the diameter had been calcu
' the mass of the particle was 

Figure 2. Top view of grcwl�y seH!ing chamber, 

calculated from this diameter, and 
MilJikan's equation was used to de
termine the charge on the particle. 

q = Mg (V, + V,) 

FV1 

q charge on the droplet 
M = mass of droplet 
g = acceleration due to gravw 

ity 
F - electric field strength 

V1 -- velocity d_own {gravity 
fall) 

V, velocity up (under in
fluence o,f electric field) 

The number of electronic charges 
per particle was determined by divid
ing the total charge on the particle 
by the charge of the electron. 

q/0' = C 
c = number of electronic charges / 

particle 
e = electron charge 
q = charge on the particle 
The smoke sample for the electri

cal measurements was obtained bv 
taking a 35 ml. puff with a larg� 
syringe and was introduced directly 
into the antechamber. Two minutes 
after tbe start of the sampling puff 
all smoke was expelled from the 
chamber and a fresh puff was ta�ren. 
This procedure insured that the 
smoke under observation was not 
more than t\.vo minutes old. 

The effect of aging on the electric 
charge distribution was measured by
coHecting the smoke in a three-liter 
flask. The smoke was transferred 
from the flask to the gravity settling 
chamber and measurements were 
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Microscope 

made over a period of thirty to forty
five minutes , depending upon how 
long a usable sampie remained in the 
three liter flask. One hundred par
ticles were observed for each deter
mination o-f electrical charge: distri
bution. 

Size Determination. The cascade 
impactor used for determination of 
particle size was essentially the same 
as that described by Pilcher et al.

except that its flow rate was set at 
1 .05 liter/min. and that special p1·e
cautions were taken to make the in� 
ternal volume of the impactor as 
smaU as possible to minimize the 
residence time of the smoke. Figure 
3 is a schematic diagram of the im-

I 
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_jj_/L._.;._:,_✓_✓ __ �J_j_,\�L..----
Fi9ure 3. Assernb:y drawir:g of new s+a:n:e55
sree: coscade irr,pac:rnr. 
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valve for 58 seconds and closes it for 
two secon_ds. YVhile the va�ve is open,
filtered air at atmospheric pressure 
is introduced into one arm of the 
inlet tee at a flow rate equal to- that 
of the impactor. When the valve is 
closed

1 
all ,air which enters the im

pactor must pass through the ciga
rette in the other arm of the tee. 

The apparatus shown in Figure 6 
was used to study the effect of dilu
tion on the ,size distribution of ciga
rette smoke. Air at a rate of 17.5 ml. 
per second was introduced continu
ously to the cigarette-holding sec
tion and vented through a bleed 
valve. During each 6'0 second period 
of operation the bleed valve was open 
for 58 seconds with no flow through 
the cigarette and closed for two sec
onds during which time 35 ml. of 
Etir passed through the cigarette. The 
diluting air enters the main body of 
the diluter tangentally. 

Figure 4. Photograph of new cigarette smoke cascade impactor. 

The rate of fall due to gravity of· 
the smoke particles, as observed in 
the gravity settling chamber, was 
used to calculate -the Stokes' diame
ter of the individual -smoke particles. 
A particle size distribution of ciga
rette smoke was found from the cal
culated Stokes' diameters. The size 
was plotted on log-probability paper 
against percentage of the mass of 
particles less than maximum size, the 
resuJ '-:ieing a straight line with the 

pEtctor and :Figure 4 is a photograph 
showing the details of construction. 
Polystyrene latex ,spheres, puff ball 
spores

1 
and Bacillus globigi spores 

were used to calibrate the impactor. 
A sampling system was designed 

to allmv smoking of cigarettes under 

Pressure gage No.
,._..,_�•

A Filter In Out L � Needle '--<-....J 
Val:ve valve Air 

filter 
-:::,100-psig air line 

standard conditions which would 
maintain a constant flow o-f air 
through the impactor. Figure 5 is a 
schematic drawing o.f the system. 
The cycle is timed by a one-rpm 
synchronous motor which operates a 
micro switch that opens a solenoid 

Vacuwn gage 

cp 
L--.--------'1� '--'-

G
_

l
_
a

_
s

_
s

---::"
T

u Glass
Stopcock

in -

vacuum 

pump 

Pressure 
relief 

z 3 1/2 
Water 

f Pressure gage 
No. 2 

(To insure atmospheric pressur�5
a!r

cigarette outlet for 58 secon 
each minute) 

Figure 5. Cigarette smoke sampling system. 
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pet' cent point indicating the mass 
diameter. The settling rates of 

smoke particles were ob
for these determinations. 

1rhe "Goetz Aerosol Spectrometer" 
also used to determine the size 

,,,,,,;;,,,,tion of cigiarette smoke. This 
insitrum,,nt subjected the smoke aero
:!{>l w a strong centrifugal force 

the aerosol was flowing in a 
channel. This separated the 

+ particles according to size because
__ ihe srr.aller particles traveled fur
" iher than the larger particles in the

tlwr.nel before being deposited on 
tht collection plate. The number of 
rarticles that had been deposited at 
�-al'ious distances was determined by 
microscr'>ic count. The size dis-tribu� 
lior. wa,.,, "' ,t.ermined from a plot of 
!he :r;urr.ber of particles ver,sus the
{lb:allce along the channel at which
!he tount was made. The aerosol'
;-;pt•cfrome':.er was calibrated by using
polystyrene latex spheres of knov.--n
!iize.

Results and Discussion 
Poflitiv�, negative, and neutral 

particles we.re observed in the grav
ity settling chamber when the B�oke 
wr;s exposed to an electric field. The 
ele-c::rical properties of smoke from 
several brands of cigarettes are sum
marized in Table l. 'l'he charge on 
1 ht' smoke particles was measure-0 at 
ciifferent applied voltages 0.278, 
11.388, 0A44, 0,555 and Lll stat 
volts/cm, It was found that 0.388 
ztat volts/cm was the lowest voltage 
thal could be applied and still have 
n strong effect on the particles. 
"l'hm·e were many particles that were 
unaffected by the electric field eve-n 

at the highest voltages; these par
ticles carried no electric charge. 
Figure 8 shows that the distribution 
of charges is fairly symmetrical, in
dicating that the smoke aerosol a,s, a 
whole is electrically neutral. The ma
jority of the charged pafticles car
ried from one to ten charges. per par
ticle; only 2-5 per cent of the charged 
particles had more than 20 charges 
per particle. The average number of 
charges per particle was 4-9, Aero
sols generated by a relatively mi1d 
process, such as condensation from 
a super-saturated vapor in which 

there is little possibility of acquiring 
an electric charge by any means 
other than eo-Uision with atnwspherie 
ions, carry very few electronie 
charges per particle. More violent 
generation processes such as spray
ing or high temperature combustion 
produce aerosols which carry many 
more elementary eharges per particle 
than does tobaeco smoke. The djs
tribution of charges in cigarette
smoke approximated that <>f the 
more vfolent burning process. Ho;\v
ev-er, the ave-rage number of charges 
per particle in the tobacco smoke 

Table I. Elec,tric,al properties of smoke 
"'• 

Total Electric Total Charge 
Brand Age Field % of the Number Number of Total Mass Total (Electrons 

of of Strength of Particles Elementary of All Number per Gram 
Cigarette Smoke (Stat volts/cm) Carrying Each Charge Charges Particles of Particles of Smoke)

+ - neutral + -

B •'2 

2:Min. .388 49,1 33,2 17.5 263 151 33.77X10 gm, 114 12.2X10" 
2 ,388 30,0 28,0 42,0 254 186 126.12Xl0"' 101 3.5Xl012 

E 2 .388 36,2 20,6 43,l 208 159 106.56Xl0·12 102 3.4X101
' 

C 2 .444 37.2 19,5 43.4 296 209 J59,94Xl0-" 114 3.2Xl012 

G 2 .444 33.6 29,2 37,2 408 284 120,92Xl0·" 113 5.7Xl012 

H 2 .444 30,0 27,0 43,0 287 280 115,0XlO ·12 100 4.9X1oiz 
J 2 .444 42,l 3,:1,6 23,4 408 308 70.0SX10·1:l 107 10.2x1ou 
A 30-45 ,388 38,1 48,8 18.0 454 503 100.15Xl0_" 131 9,6X10" 
D 30-45 ,388 44,6 51.7 3.4 478 568 72.93XJ0•12 116 14,3Xl0" 
C 30-45 .388 38,6 37,7 23,7 337 307 54,08XlO·» 114 11.9Xl012 

B 30-45 ,388 36,2 45,7 18,1 316 502 85,76Xl0·" 113 9.5Xl012 

Cigar 2 .444 35,8 26,6 37,6 466 241 l28,85Xl0·" 109 5,5Xl0" 
Pipe 2 ,444 55.9 44,1 347 256 6L95XJO·" 93 9.7X1012 

(Tobacco Science 151) 
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was not as great as the average num
ber of charges per particle in the 
aerosol produced by the more violent 
burning process. 

As. seen in Table 1 the smoke that 
has aged 30 to 45 minutes has fewer 

t 

, 

0 
05 , .

neutral particles than the smoke that 
has aged only two minutes. Also the 
total number of elementary charges 
and total number of charges per 
gram of smoke increases as the 
smoke ages. Smoke aged 30 to 45 

,s 2.0 

Particle diamete� - micronc, 

Figure 7. A typical size distribution curve- of cigarette smoke particles. 

Table 2. Comparison of electric charge distribution of smoke 
aged two minutes and smoke aged 30-45 minutes 

Percent 
Percent of of Particle 

Brand of Age of Particle with with More 
Cigarette Smoke 1-10 Charges than IO Charges

B 2Min. 79% 4%
C 2 41 16 

E 2 51 6 

F 2 45 13 

A 30-45 Min. 65 22 
B 30-45 41 35 
C 30-45 65 11 
D 30-45 66 30 

" 

,. 

" 

" 

• 

• 

• 

, 

. ,. ·• -• • , . 

Number of element2.ry charges per pc1.c"Hcl.c 

Figure 8. Charge- distribution of cigarette smoke. 

Percent of 
Neutral 
Particles 

18% 
43 
43 
43 
13 

18 
24 

3 

,,. 
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minutes has more highly chargea 
particles (Table 2) than does the 
smoke aged only two minutes. Two 
mechanisms by which the particles 
could increase their charge while 
aging are: (a) collision with atmos
pheric ions, and (b) coagulation oJ 
smaller charged and neutral par. 
ticles. Evidence points strongly to 
charging by collision with atmos. 
pheric ions as the principle cause of 
the increase. Coagulation of the 
smaller charged particles and neutral 
particles probably accounts for some 
of the increase in charge. 

The size distribution of undiluted 
smoke from several brands of ciga. 
rettes, from pipes, and from cigars 
was measured with the cascade im
pactor, the gravity settling chamber 
and the "Goetz Aerosol Spectra� 
meter." The size distribution from 
all these measurements was found 
to be independent of the number of 
puffs taken, of the weight, and Of 
resistance to draw of the cigarette. 
The .mass mean diameters as deter
mined with cascade impactor and the 
gravity settling chamber shows that 
the particle size distribution of fil
tered and unfiltered smokes differ 
(Table 3). Table 4 shows that the 
number mean diameters of filtered 
and unfiltered smoke particles differ 
by only .13' microns on an average, 
and that the mass mean diameters of 
filtered and unfiltered smoke particles 
differ by .25 microns on an aVerage. 
These facts indicate that the filter of 
a cigarette removes the larger par
ticles and that this removal of the 
larger particles has only a small ef
fect on the number concentration. 

The spread of particle sizes found 
in cigarette smoke is relatively nar
row indicating that cigarette smoke 
is a nearly monodisperse aerosol 
(Figure 7). Evidence of the relative 
monodispersity o.f cigarette smoke 
was optained with the "Goetz Aerosol 
Spectrometer." For monodispers'e 
aerosols the plot of number of par- · 
tides versus distance at which the 
count was made is · a st:r'aight line 
and for polydisperse aerosols this 
same plot is a curved lin·e. Two such 
experimental plots of number versus 
distance resulted in straight lines an.d
number mean diameters of 0.5 mi� 
cron. Two others resulted in curved 
lines and nu'mber mean diameters of
0.5 microns. Wb.en these number
mean diameters from the curved lines
were converted to mass mean dia_:rn·
eters, the mass mean diamete�s
shifted to 0.6 micron. and 0.9 �!• 

cron respectively. This' shows a �ea·
tively narrow range of particle siz�s .

· n theThe effect of agglomeration ° .. ·
as measured mass mean diameter � 

determined by studying the s.,ze
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Jist.ributi�n ?f ciga;ette smoke at 
•t•,rious dilution rat10s. Smoke was 
/,uted with elerui filtered air as 
:1:1:ekly as pos�ible_ after leaving �he
c Jg.arette and its s1ze measured with
·he cascade impactor. The size deter�
�,ined (Table 5) at the highest dilu
tion ratio is probably ':losest to the
lr'Je size of smoke commg from the
{:igarette. Using .the weight of ma�
terial collected at each stage of the 
impactor and the mean size of the 
particles c?Jlected at each stage, th1a 
concentration vtas calculated to be 
2 , 10' ° particles per milliliter. This 
concentration is high and, therefore, 
;:,he rate. of agglomeration is high ; 
110weve.r, th� rate of agglomeration 
decreases rapidly as the concentram 

tion decreases so that after a short 
tiine the size is stable enough for 
,reproducible measurements to be 
made on undiluted smoke. 

The cascade impaetor was used to 
determine how the particle size of 
dgarette smoke changed as the smoke 
a,lfed. Measurements showed that the 
mass mean diameter of undiJuted 
smoke increased from 0.9 to 2.0 mi
crons following two minutes of aging. 
This tr.crease in size was due to ag� 
glorneration of the smoke particles. 
Agglomeration while the smoke ages 
nccount.s for the difference between 
the mass mean diameters normally 
-determined with the cascade impac
tor and the mass mean diameters de� 
termined with the gravity settling 
chamber (Table 4) .  In the case of the 
gravity settling chamber, the smoke 
had aged from a few seconds to 45 
minutes, Usually with the cascade 
impactor the smoke was unaged. 

Summary and Conclusions 
Tobacco smoke is a lightly charged 

aerosol in which the individual par� 
tides carry only a few elementary 
charg�s .  The aerosol as a whole, is 
electrically neutral. While some of 
the electronic charge may be ac
quired from the burning process the 
n_mnbet of electronic charges per par�
1.:u:le found in the tobacco smoke in
dicates most of the charge is ac
quired through collision with atmos� 
Pheric ions. 

There are probably particles present in cigarette smoke which are too small to be observed by any of the techniques reported here or e1seWh€re. These- small particles, which mu.st be present at very high number concentrations are intimately associated with the �echanism of for
�atio:1 of the smoke emerging from che cigarette, The measured size of smoke particles is dependent upon both the age and degree of dilution of the smoke. Thus, it is rather dif-

Table 3 . .  Mass mean diameter of undiluted cigarette smoke 

Brand 

A (nonfllter) 
B (filter) 

Cascade 
Impactor 

0.94 microns 
0.85 

Gravity Settling 
Chamber 

1 .83 microns 
1.07 

C (filter) 0.84 1 .01 
D (filter) 0.82 1.10 
D (filter removed) 1 .00 1 .34 

Table 4. Comparison of mass mean and number mean diameters 

of filtered and unfiltered cigarette smokes 

Non-filter 
Brand MMD* NMD* 
A 1.33 microns 0.93 microns 
D (filter 1.34 1.08 
removed) 
E (filter 1.38 0.90 
removed) 

"MMD mean.r nwss me.:1- diaml!ltrr 

UlYID means 1mmber mean diameter 

Filter 
Brand MMD NMD 

B 1.07 microns 0.82 microns 
C 1.01 0.81 

D 1 .10 0.89 
E 1.21 0.83 

The dif1.ffieters listed here were detennined usi141 th,; gr.wily uWittg cha,n,ber, 

ftcult to compare reported values tfor 
size of cig&'ette smoke particles un� 
less the age and degree of dilution 
at the time of measurements are 
known. 
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